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hwid generator has two modes of operation. one
is to change the serial number and the other is to

get your activation key back from the current
serial number. when you start hwid generator, it

asks you to select the mode that you want to use.
once you get the activation key, you can use it to
activate your license. to activate the license, click
on activate button. hwid generator will now ask
you to select the mode you want to use, again.
you can change the serial number, generate a

new activation key, or use the activation key that
you got from the previous step. hwid generator

has a pre-defined serial number, just hit generate
key and if it does not match your current serial
number, go to the first step of activation. if you
want to use a different serial number, just pick a
random number and click on the button. you can

use aws license manager to simplify management
of ec2 dedicated hosts. you can specify your
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dedicated host management preferences for host
allocation and host capacity utilization in aws

license manager. once setup, aws takes care of
these administrative tasks on your behalf, so that

you can seamlessly launch virtual machines
(instances) on dedicated hosts just like you would

launch an ec2 instance with aws provided
licenses. aws license manager helps track licenses

used with dedicated host, and helps you stay
compliant with your specified licensing rules such

as 90 day affinity. technitium mac address
changer allows you to change (spoof) media

access control (mac) address of your network
interface card (nic) instantly. it has a very simple

user interface and provides ample information
regarding each nic in the machine. every nic has a

mac address hard coded in its circuit by the
manufacturer. this hard coded mac address is
used by windows drivers to access ethernet

network (lan). this tool can set a new mac address
to your nic, bypassing the original hard coded mac

address. technitium mac address changer is a
must tool in every security professionals tool box.
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you can then save it on your computer and open it
with hwid changer. go to the menu in the app and
select "generate hwid" option. it will then ask you

for a wi-fi network and device name. enter your wi-
fi network name and click "generate". one of the
biggest improvements in the store is the new set

of tools developers can use to monetize their
apps. today, we’re announcing the windows store
ad experience sdk to provide a consistent, simple
way for apps to earn revenue for their users. the

new sdk is a new and free set of tools that
developers can use to monetize their apps. with
the new sdk, developers can now easily add ads
to their apps, configure those ads and get the
revenue generated from those ads in a simple

way. developers can easily add in-app ads to their
app by using a familiar programming model that
makes it easy for them to add this functionality
into their apps. developers can monetize their

apps by getting a license from the windows store,
which lets them use the windows store ad

experience sdk and generate ad revenue. note :
the latest version of hwidgen (v2.0.2) is not

working with this new version of hwidchanger. this
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new version is only compatible with hwidgen
v1.9.0 or later. if you are running hwidgen v2.2,
you will not be able to use hwidchanger with this
new version of hwidgen. you can get the latest

version of hwidgen from github here. hwidgen is a
utility that allows you to change windows product
activation version number from a value associated

with the actual windows version installed on the
computer (if you have the original media), to any

value you want. 5ec8ef588b
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